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Inverter air conditioners (IACs) have gradually become the mainstream of resident air-conditioning equipment. Similar to
traditional fixed-frequency air conditioners, IACs have the potential for demand response and load scheduling. However, the
uncertainty of IACs is nonnegligible in generation-load scheduling. In this paper, the uncertain demand-response cost of IACs is
studied for the first time. Meanwhile, based on the cost, a generation-load coordinative day-ahead scheduling model is proposed.
In the scheduling, an IACs aggregator and traditional generators are coordinately dispatched to minimize the expected scheduling
cost of the power system.)e case study shows that the coordinative schedulingmodel can reduce the scheduling cost of the power
system and encourage the IACs aggregator to improve their responsiveness or reduce their uncertainty, so as to improve the
economy and reliability of power scheduling.

1. Introduction

Increasing renewable energy generation [1, 2] and load [3]
have led to difficulty in power dispatch, maintenance, and
safe operation. To address the problem, more reserve ca-
pacity and generating capacity are invested, however, which
lack reliability in the near term and economy in the long
term [4]. In recent years, air-conditioning load is gradually
increasing, and it becomes a considerable component of the
maximum load. Particularly, in the summer of East China,
the proportion of air-conditioning load in the maximum
load can reach 50% [5]. From the perspective of generation
and load scheduling, air-conditioning load can adjust demand
and provide demand response to schedulers with appropriate
control strategies [6, 7]. For example, air-conditioning load can
cut peak and fill valley [8], provide system backup [9], and
stabilize the fluctuation of renewable energy output [10]. In
summary, it is a kind of cost-effective resources suitable for
system operators scheduling.

In recent years, load scheduling is gradually incorpo-
rated into the day-ahead economic dispatch of power system.

A residential load-scheduling approach is proposed to offset
the uncertainty caused by renewable generation in [11]. Sohet
et al. [12] design an incentivemechanism to foster engagement
of electric vehicles in demand response and load scheduling.
An optimal day-ahead scheduling of power-to-gas (PtG)
storage and gas load management is proposed in [13],
where PtG is regarded as a schedulable resource. In literature,
load-scheduling optimization is used for the economic eval-
uation of demand-response load. Since air conditioners have
the great potential to offer demand-response service, some
studies have proposed the methodology of scheduling opti-
mization for them [14–16]. However, inverter air conditioners
are rarely incorporated into the day-ahead scheduling of power
system as a kind of schedulable load or response-demand
resource, where the control strategy, controllable duration,
and uncertainty should be all considered in it.

Dynamic performance, stability, sensitivity, and robustness
are intensively studied in [17]; IACs are proved to be suitable
for providing regulation capacity to power systems. A price-
responsive model-based optimal demand-response control
strategy is proposed in [18] for IACs to reduce electricity costs
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and the peak power demands. Although the modeling and
control strategies of IACs are intensively studied in the liter-
ature, the uncertainty in demand response of IACs is ignored,
which is harmful to the stability of power system or causes
more expensive cost in purchasing reserve.

Meanwhile, the modeling, control strategies, and re-
serve optimization of inverter air conditioners are studies
for demand response in [19, 20] and for frequency regu-
lation in [21–23]. Although, in the literature, the feasibility
and technologies of inverter air conditioners to provide
demand-response service have been fully studied, the eco-
nomic evaluation and load-scheduling methodology are still
lack of consideration, especially when the uncertainty is
regarded as a kind of risk cost for the scheduler. Hence, the
uncertain-risk cost should be modeled and incorporated into
the scheduling optimization of inverter air conditioners for
power system.

To address the above problems, this paper proposes a
risk evaluation-based generation-load collaborative sched-
uling optimization model, where the objective function is
to minimize the scheduling cost of power system and the
solution is subject to the operational reliability of power
system. )e contributions are as follows:

(1) From the perspective of the scheduler, this paper
proposes a payment cost model of IACs considering
the uncertainty in demand response for the first time,
which includes the payment cost of demand response
and uncertain-risk cost. It can be applied to evaluate the
scheduling cost of IACs with the scheduling potential
of different degrees. )is provides methodology of
economic evaluation for generation-load coordinative
scheduling.

(2) Based on the payment cost model of IACs, a gen-
eration-load coordinative scheduling optimization
is also formulated, where the operational reliability,
controllable duration, and actual response are all
taken into account, so as to efficiently evaluate the
scheduling cost of power system and keep as close
as possible to optimal solution.

2. Load-Scheduling Modeling of IACs
Aggregator considering Demand-
Response Uncertainty

2.1. Stochastic Modeling of IAC. When an IAC is turned on,
the relationship between the temperature of the room and
the cooling capacity is given in

Tin[(n + 1)Δt] � e
−Δt/RC

Tin(nΔt)

+ 1 − e
−Δt/RC

  Tout(nΔt) − QAC(nΔt)R 

+ V(nΔt),
(1)

where Tin(nΔt) and Tout(nΔt) denote the indoor and
outdoor temperature (°C) at nΔt; Q(nΔt) denotes the
cooling capacity (kW) of the IAC at nΔt; Δt denotes the

temperature-monitoring interval (s) of the IAC; R is the
equivalent thermal resistance (Ω) of the room; C is the
equivalent heat capacity (J/°C) of the room; V(nΔt) denotes
the random temperature deviation caused by the influence of
outdoor airflow movement/sunlight exposure, window open-
ing and closing, indoor personnel flow, and other factors.

During the operation of IACs, the cold/hot air intake
is controlled by adjusting the operating frequency of com-
pressor, so as to continuously control the power. )e rela-
tionship between the operating frequency, cooling capacity,
and electric power of an IAC is shown in

QAC(nΔt) � αf(nΔt) + β, (2)

PAC(nΔt) � cf(nΔt) + δ, (3)

where PAC(nΔt) denotes the cooling power (kW) of the IAC
at nΔt; f(nΔt) denotes the operating frequency of the
compressor (Hz) at nΔt; α and β denote the constant co-
efficient of the cooling capacity; c and δ denote the constant
coefficient of the active power.

2.2. Modeling of Demand-Response Uncertainty for IACs
Aggregator. In this paper, we adopt a statistical methodol-
ogy to evaluate expected uncertain-risk cost of IACs-load
scheduling. Also, the confidence level is considered in risk-
related constraints. To apply the methodology to IACs-load
scheduling, we consider stochastic processes in two aspects:
one is the responsive deviation of signal IAC; the other is the
responsive deviation of IACs aggregator. )e detailed
methodology and application are as follows: we derive de-
mand-response potential (the expected responsive power)
and risk (the distribution and variance of responsive power)
of single IAC from the modeling as presented in formulas
(1)–(9); then the stochastic uncertain-risk cost of IACs
aggregators is deduced as presented in formulas (10)–(14).

Given that the outdoor temperature Tout is unchanged
during the minimum scheduling period and the IAC
operates under the setting temperature Tset before load
scheduling, the load power PAC can be formulated, as
expressed in formula (4); when the scheduling instruction is
issued, taking load reduction as an example, the IAC will
operate under the lowest frequency fmin; the load power PAC
can be formulated, as expressed in formula (5); when the
indoor temperature gradually rises to the upper bound Tmax
beyond the range of comfortable temperature for users, the
scheduler will release the control and readjust the frequency
of the IAC to the fset corresponding to Tset. )e adjustment
process is presented in Figure 1:

PAC Tset, Tout, V(nΔt)( 

� c
Tout − Tset + V(nΔt)/ 1 − e−Δt/RC( ( 

αR
−
β
α

  + δ,

(4)

PAC fmin(  � c · fmin + δ. (5)

Under the control mode, the controllable duration tc of
an IAC can be expressed in
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tc � RC · ln
Tout − Tset − RQmin + V(nΔt)

Tout − Tmax − RQmin
. (6)

)e load reduction or reserve capacity of an IAC can be
expressed in

ΔPAC � PAC Tset, Tout, V(nΔt)(  − PAC fmin( 

� c ·
Tout − Tset

αR
−
β
α

  − c · fmin +
c · V(nΔt)

αR 1 − e−Δt/RC( )
.

(7)

c · V(nΔt)/αR(1 − e−Δt/RC) is a stochastic function,
denoting responsive deviation of the IAC, denoted as
ξ(nΔt):

ξ(nΔt) �
c

αR 1 − e−Δt/RC( )
V(nΔt). (8)

In this paper, the normal distribution is used to evaluate
the stochastic responsive deviation of a single IAC.

For an aggregator with N IACs, the mean value ξi

of each IAC is 0, and the variance of each IAC is denoted
by σξ,i(i � 1, 2, · · · , N). )en, the mean responsive devi-
ation of the aggregator is also 0; the variance is expressed
by

σ �

�����



N

i�1
σ2ξ,i




. (9)

Here, the demand-response-implementation mechanism
is introduced as follows. Before participating in load sched-
uling, an IACs aggregator will contract with IAC users to
control over them during load-peak periods. Only during
the periods, when the aggregators receive demand-response
(DR) signals, they can control the power of the IACs. After
DR, the aggregators should pay to the users or give a
discount on electricity fee according to the contracts.
Moreover, to evaluate the DR potential of IACs, IACs
should update and report their operational status to the
aggregator every scheduling period.

3. Stochastic Cost of IACs Aggregator for
Load Scheduling

3.1. Payment Cost. In the traditional load-scheduling con-
tract between the system operator and users, after the air-
conditioning load responds to the scheduling instruction,
the system operator needs to pay a certain fee to compensate
the load according to the actual response of the load. )e
responsive deviation of IACs aggregator will affect the final
clearing expenses; hence, the uncertainty of the payment cost
should be also considered by the scheduler. )e payment
cost Cpay of lth IACs aggregator at tth scheduling period
consists of two parts: one is compensation fee paid to users
according to the actual response; the other is the penalty
fee caused by the responsive uncertainty of the aggregator,
which is revenue for schedulers, as expressed in

Cpay(l, t) � Preal(l, t) · vc(l, t) + ξl · vp(l, t), (10)

where vc and vp denote the capacity price and penalty price
for IACs aggregator, respectively; Preal denotes the actual
responsive power of the IACs aggregator, which is the dif-
ference between expected load reduction Pde and responsive
deviation, as expressed in formula (11). ξl denotes the mean
responsive deviation of lth IACs aggregator:

Preal(l, t) � Pde(l, t) + ξl. (11)

Take (11) into (10) and derive the following formula:

Cpay(l, t) � Pde(l, t) · vc(l, t) + ξl · vc(l, t) + vp(l, t) ,

(12)

where Pde(l, t) · vc(l, t) is denoted by Cfix and ξl · [vc(l, t) +

vp(l, t)] is denoted by Cξ . )en, the expected payment cost
Cpay of lth IACs aggregator at tth scheduling period is
expressed by

E Cpay(l, t)  � Cfix(l, t) + E Cξ(l, t) , (13)

where E(Cξ) can be expressed by

E Cξ(l, t)  �
−Pde(l,t)

−∞
ξl · vp(l, t) − Pde(l, t) · vc(l, t)  · f ξl( dξl

+ 
0

−Pde(l,t)
ξl · vc(l, t) + vp(l, t)  · f ξl( dξl,

(14)

where f(ξl) denotes the probability density function of
responsive deviation of lth IACs aggregator.

3.2. Uncertain-Risk Cost. )ere is always a deviation be-
tween the actual response and the expected response of IACs
aggregators, which brings a certain risk and corresponding
cost to the scheduler. When the responsive power is less than
the expected responsive power, the system may not be able
to supply enough power to users, resulting in power failure.
To supply enough power and maintain supply-demand
balance, schedulers need to bear the payment risk of direct
load control (DLC). Hence, power-failure loss can be eval-
uated by the compensation cost of DLC; when the aggregator

Controllable
duration

tc

Start responding

Tin

Tmax

Tset

fset

fmin

f

t

t

End responding

Figure 1: )e load-scheduling process of a IAC.
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overresponds, the power supply is greater than the demand,
and the power grid needs to bear the loss of reduced elec-
tricity sales. In summary, for a scheduler, the uncertain-risk
cost Crisk caused by the responsive uncertainty of lth IACs
aggregator at tth scheduling period can be expressed by

Crisk(l, t) � 
0

−∞
−ξl · vre(l, t) · f ξl( dξl

+ 
+∞

0
ξl · vsell(l, t) · f ξl( dξl,

(15)

where vre denotes the power-failure loss per capacity
(RMB/kWh); vsell denotes the loss of reduced electricity
sales per capacity (RMB/kWh).

4. Generation-Load Coordinated
Scheduling Optimization

Figure 2 illustrates the generation-load coordinated sched-
uling steps in this paper. First of all, before day-ahead
scheduling, IACs aggregators should submit demand-
response parameters to scheduler, such as bidding price
vc(l, t) (capacity price), mean responsive deviation ξl, and
the probability density function of responsive deviation
f(ξl), which are derived according to formulas (1)–(9). At
the same time, traditional generators also submit gener-
ating parameters to the scheduler. Secondly, the optimal
scheduling plan will be calculated according to formulas
(16)–(27) and then be issued to the generators and IACs
aggregators. Finally, the generators and IACs aggregators
will execute the scheduling plan. Finally, scheduler will
conduct settlement according to actual generating capacity
of generators and responsive deviation of IACs aggregators.

4.1. Objective Function. )e objective function of the gen-
eration-load coordinated scheduling optimization is to
minimize the expected generation cost and load-scheduling
cost:

F � min
T

t�1


NG

j�1
CGj,t PG(j, t)(  + E 

T

t�1


NL

l�1
Ctotal(l, t) ,

(16)

where T is the number of scheduling periods; NG and
NL denote the number of generators and IACs aggre-
gators, respectively; CGj, t(PG(j, t)) is the generation-
cost function of jth generator at tth period, which is
presented in

CGj,t PG(j, t)(  � ajPG(j, t)
2

+ bjPG(j, t) + cjsG(j, t),

(17)

where PG(j, t) denotes the power of jth generator at tth
period; SG(j, t) denotes the operational status of jth gen-
erator at tth period, which is equal to 0 when it is off and 1
when it is on; aj, bj, and cj denote the parameters of the
generation-cost function of jth generator.

)e scheduling cost Ctotal of IACs aggregators con-
sists of the payment cost and the uncertain-risk cost, as
presented in

Ctotal(l, t) � Cfix(l, t) + Cξ(l, t) + Crisk(l, t). (18)

Above all, the objective function can be simplified as
expressed by

F � min
T

t�1


NG

j�1
CGj,t PG(j, t)(  + 

T

t�1


NL

l�1
Cfix(l, t)

+ E Cξ(l, t)  + Crisk(l, t).

(19)

)e risk factor λ is introduced into formula (19),
denoting the sensitivity of the scheduler to the risk. )e
objective function can be expressed as follows:

F � min
T

t�1


NG

j�1
CGj,t PG(j, t)(  + 

T

t�1


NL

l�1
(1 − λ)Cfix(l, t)

+ λ E Cξ(l, t)  + Crisk(l, t) .

(20)

4.2. Constraints

4.2.1. Power-Balance Constraint. Generation should be
equal to consumption at each scheduling period:



NG

j�1
PG(j, t) + 

NL

l�1
Pde(l, t) � PD(t), (21)

where PD(t) denotes forecasted load at tth period.

4.2.2. Constraints of Generators

(1) Generation capacity constraint is as follows:

PGj,min ≤PG(j, t)≤PGj,max, (22)

where PGJ,min and PGJ,max denote the upper and
lower bound of jth generating power, respectively.

(2) Ramping constraint is as follows:

−DRj ≤PG(j, t) − PG(j, t − 1)≤URj, (23)

where URj and DRj denote the maximum ramp-up and
ramp-down rate of jth generator, respectively.

4.2.3. Constraints of IACs Aggregator

(1) Responsive power constraint is as follows:

0≤Pde(l, t)≤Pl,max, (24)

where Pl,max denotes the maximum responsive
power of lth aggregator.

(2) Controllable duration constraint is as follows:
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tcontrol(l, t)≥ΔT, (25)

where tcontrol(l, t) denotes the controllable duration
of lth aggregator during tth scheduling period; ΔT
denotes the scheduling interval, which is 30min in
this paper.

(3) Responsive stability constraint is as follows:
To ensure the stability of system operation, chance
constraint method is adopted to constrain the responsive
stability of IACs aggregators.Namely, the probability that
the responsive-deviation rate of IACs aggregator is less
than or equal to a set value ε∗ is not less than β:

Pr εl ≤ ε
∗

 ≥ β, (26)

where εl denotes the responsive-deviation rate of
lth aggregator, which is the ratio of the variance of
the responsive-deviation power to expected load
reduction:

εl �
σ ξl( 

Pde(l, t)
. (27)

Formulas (19)–(27) constitute a generation-load coordi-
nated scheduling optimization model considering the un-
certainty of air-conditioning response. )e decision variables
include the output of the traditional generating units PG(j, t)

and the expected load reduction of IACs aggregators Pde(j, t).
)e model is a nonlinear stochastic optimization based on
chance constraints.

5. Case Study

5.1. Numerical Setting. Taking IACs aggregators partici-
pating in system scheduling in a typical high-temperature

day of summer as a scenario, the scheduler forecasts the load
power of the next day in the region and obtains the daily load
prediction curve as shown in Figure 3. It is assumed that there
are 3 traditional generating units in this area; see Table 1 for
details. )e sum of the maximum output of the three units is
2000 kW, which cannot meet the power supply during the
peak-load period. )ere will be a power supply gap between
12:00 and 15:00. In the period of power supply shortage, the
traditional generating units and IACs aggregators are jointly
scheduled to meet the load requirements.

According to the set temperature value and actual re-
sponsive characteristics, the IACs are aggregated into three
aggregators, and the specific information of each aggregator
is shown in Table 2.

5.2. Potential of Load Reduction. According to the weather
forecast, the outdoor temperature of the next day when there
is a power supply gap in the area is obtained, as shown in
Figure 4. Based on the responsive uncertainty model of IACs
aggregator, the load-reduction potential, controllable du-
ration, and the scheduling responsive-deviation distribution
of IACs aggregators are calculated, as shown in Table 3.

It can be observed from Table 3 that, in each period of
power supply gap, the controllable durations of aggregators
A, B, and C are more than 30 minutes, which can cover the
duration of each scheduling interval and canmeet the comfort
experience of IAC users in the process of scheduling.

5.3. Results and Analysis. Based on the generation-load
coordinated scheduling optimization model considering the
uncertainty of IACs, the output of the traditional generators
at each time is optimized, and the results are shown in
Figure 5. )e overall coordinated scheduling results of IACs
aggregators and traditional units are shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the output of traditional
generating units is different from each other at all periods,

Before day-ahead scheduling Scheduling execution Settlement

IACs aggegators

Generators

Scheduler

vc (l, t), ξl, f (ξl)

Updated Parameters

IACs aggegators

Generators

Pde (l, t)

PG (j, t)

IACs aggegators

Generators

Pay to

Figure 2: Coordinated scheduling steps.
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but the relationship between the output of three units is the
same at each period ()e Output of Generator 1>)e
Output of Generator 2>)e Output of Generator 3), which
is related to the cost coefficients of each unit. )e smaller the
cost coefficient, the more the output.

Most of the time, the traditional generating units can
meet the load demand of the region. In the peak-load period,
the sum of the maximum output of the traditional gener-
ating units is less than the forecasted load. In Figure 6, the
red shaded part is the power supply gap in the peak-load
period. In the power supply gap period, traditional units and
aggregators need to be jointly scheduled to ensure the power
supply and demand balance. See Table 4 for the total ex-
pected load reduction of aggregators in each power supply
gap period.

From Table 4, the total load-reduction potential of three
aggregators in each power supply gap period is greater than
the power supply gap, which provides the possibility for IACs
aggregators to participate in grid coordinated scheduling.

5.4. Comparison of Optimal Scheduling under Different
Objectives. Two cases with different objective functions are
given as follows.

Case 1. To minimize the payment cost Ctotal of IACs
aggregators.

Case 2. To minimize the payment cost Cfix of IACs
aggregators.

)e simulation results, namely, the optimal load-reduction
distributions of aggregators under different objectives, are
shown in Figure 7. See Table 5 for the cost of aggregators
under different objectives.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that, in Case 2, the
scheduling sequence of aggregators is arranged according to
the user compensation cost at each period, and aggregator
with the lowest user compensation cost is called first, while,
in Case 1, the user compensation cost and responsive devi-
ation of each aggregator are taken into account for optimizing
scheduling. Namely, the smaller the responsive deviation is,
the more likely the aggregator will be called.

In Case 2, since the scheduler only considers the user
compensation cost of aggregators, the compensation cost
(1018 RMB) under the scheduling optimization is lower than
the cost in Case 1. It can also be seen from Figure 7 that, in
Case 2, the scheduler preferentially calls the aggregator with
lower compensation cost. However, the aggregators have
higher uncertain-risk cost, which causes the scheduler to
bear higher payment cost (1275.7 RMB). Although the
compensation cost (1031 RMB) of the aggregators in Case 1
is higher, the scheduler calls the aggregators with less re-
sponsive deviation, and the lower uncertain-risk cost makes
the payment cost (1132.4 RMB) borne by the scheduler lower
than that in Case 2, which proves that generation-load
coordinated scheduling optimization model proposed con-
sidering the uncertainty of demand response can reflect the
scheduling cost of IACs aggregators more reasonably.

5.5. Sensitivity Analysis

5.5.1. Payment Prices. )e payment prices of schedulable
load in different regions are different from each other. We
assume that the payment prices of aggregators B and C are
fixed, which are 3 RMB/kWh and 4RMB/kWh, respectively.
)e payment price of aggregator A ranges from 1.2 to
3.2 RMB/kWh. )e simulation results show the total sched-
uling cost and payment cost of aggregator A, as presented in
Figure 8.

It can be observed from Figure 8 that the payment cost
and payment cost of aggregator A increase with the increase
of user payment price. )is is because the payment price of
aggregator A is lower than that of aggregator C, while its
responsive deviation is between B and C; hence, its scheduling
priority is still lower than that of aggregator B. With the in-
crease of user payment price, the load reduction of aggregator
A remains unchanged, the expected uncertain-risk cost re-
mains unchanged, and the fixed payment cost increases, so
its payment cost and payment cost increase accordingly.

5.5.2. Penalty Prices. Similarly, suppose that the penalty price
of aggregators B and C is fixed, which are 15 RMB/kWh and
5 RMB/kWh, respectively. )e penalty price of aggregator A
ranges from 5 to 30 RMB/kWh. )e simulation results show
the total scheduling cost and payment cost of aggregator A, as
presented in Figure 9.

From Figure 9, it can be observed that the payment cost
and payment cost of aggregator A decrease with the increase
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Table 1: Temperature and wildlife count in the three areas covered
by the study.

Index
Parameters of generation-cost

function Maximum
power (kW)

aj bj cj

1 0.0015 0.03 30 1000
2 0.0021 0.02 60 550
3 0.0038 0.04 45 450
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of user penalty price. With the increase of penalty price, the
scheduler gradually reduces the load reduction of aggregator
A for optimizing cost, so the payment cost and payment cost
of aggregator A are reduced.

5.5.3. Confidence of Responsive Stability. )e confidence
of responsive stability reflects the constraint on responsive
deviation of aggregators. )e larger the confidence value
is, the more strict the constraint on responsive deviation
of aggregators is. Suppose that the confidence values of
aggregators B and C are all set to 0.9 and the confidence

values of aggregator A vary from 0.9 to 0.95. )e simulation
results show the payment cost and payment cost of aggre-
gator A under different response-stability confidence, as
presented in Figure 10.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that, with the increase of
the confidence value of the responsive stability of aggregator
A, the response of aggregators becomes more stable, the risk
of aggregator A is smaller, the uncertain-risk cost is reduced,
and the payment cost is thus reduced. At the same time, the
penalty cost of aggregator A decreases, and the payment cost
of aggregator A increases.

Table 2: )e parameters of IACs aggregators.

Aggregator A Aggregator B Aggregator C
Minimum operating frequency (Hz) 20
Upper limit of user comfortable temperature (°C) 28
Setting temperature (°C) 23 24 25
Numbers of IACs 100 300 200
Payment prices (RMB/kW) 2 3 4
Punishment prices (RMB/kW) 10 15 5
Confidence values of responsive stability constraint 0.9

Table 3: )e potential of IACs aggregators.

Time Aggregator A Aggregator B Aggregator C
12:00 )e potential of load reduction (kW) 41 90 40
14:30 Controllable duration (min) 42.8 40.3 37.4

Total load reduction (kW) 171
12:30 )e potential of load reduction (kW) 35 75 28
13:00 Controllable duration (min) 48.6 43.5 38.7
15:00 Total load reduction (kW) 138

13:30
)e potential of load reduction (kW) 44 99 44

Controllable duration (min) 41.5 39 33
Total load reduction (kW) 187

14:00
Potential of load reduction (kW) 46 105 50

Controllable duration (min) 38.6 34.2 30.2
Total load reduction (kW) 201

Variance of responsive deviation of single IAC 0.15 0.06 0.14
Variance of responsive deviation of IACs aggregators 1.5 1.0 2.0
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Figure 4: Outdoor temperature during power supply gap.
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Due to the influence of payment price, penalty price, and
response-stability constraint, the payment cost and payment
cost of aggregator A decrease with the increase of penalty
price and the decrease of penalty price, while with the in-
crease of response-stability confidence, the payment cost
decreases and the payment cost increases.

Based on the generation-load coordinated scheduling
optimization model, the grid scheduling department is more
inclined to call the air-conditioning users with low payment
price, high penalty price, and more reliable demand re-
sponse for their own interests.

For IACs aggregators, when the payment price and
penalty price are bound by the contract between sched-
ulers and schedulable load, improving the reliability and
stability of its demand response can increase the revenue
of the aggregators. )erefore, according to the schedul-
ing model in this paper, schedulers can reduce the
scheduling cost as well as motivating air-conditioning
users to improve their responsive stability, so as to im-
prove the economy and reliability of power grid scheduling
operation.

5.5.4. Risk Aversion Factors. )e risk aversion factor λ in the
objective function can represent the degree of the concern
of scheduler to the risk caused by the demand-response
uncertainty of air-conditioning aggregators. With (20) as
the objective function, the payment price, and response-
deviation variance of each IACs aggregator in Table 6, as well
as risk aversion factor ranging from 0 to 1, we can derive the
payment cost of air-conditioning aggregators through sim-
ulation, as shown in Figure 10. Obviously, from Figure 11,
when the risk aversion factor is set to 0.6, the payment cost
is the smallest.

)e column in Figure 11 represents the load reduction of
each IACs aggregators during the power supply gap period
from 13:30 to 14:00. We can observe the following:

(1) When λ� 0, in order to minimize the total sched-
uling cost, the scheduler will call up aggregator A and
then aggregator B according to the order of small to

large payment price. However, the responsive reli-
ability of aggregator A and aggregator B is poor, and
the uncertain-risk cost is high, so the payment cost is
high in this case.

(2) When λ ranges from 0 to 0.5, with the increase of λ,
the scheduler will gradually paymore attention to the
uncertain-risk cost of IACs aggregators. )erefore, it
will gradually increase the call of IACs aggregators
with smaller expected responsive deviation, then the
uncertain cost will reduce, and hence the payment
cost will gradually decrease.

(3) When λ� 0.6, the scheduler will preferentially call
aggregator B with lower payment price and more
reliable demand response, and the payment cost will
also reach the minimum at this time.

(4) When λ ranges from 0.6 to 1, the scheduler pays
more attention to the risk than the payment price.
Meanwhile, with the increase of λ, more and more
prefer to call the air-conditioning aggregators with
higher responsive reliability. However, due to the
fact that the payment price of the aggregators with
higher responsive reliability is higher, the payment
cost is on the rise with the increase of λ.
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Figure 5: )e output of the traditional generators.
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Figure 6: )e output of the traditional generators and IACs
aggregators.

Table 4: Total load reduction of aggregators at each time.

Time Load reduction (kW)
12:00 115
12:30 88
13:00 59
13:30 120
14:00 178
14:30 108
15:00 41
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(5) When λ� 1, in order to avoid the risk, the scheduler
will call air-conditioning aggregators according to the
order of responsive reliability. However, the aggre-
gators with better reliability have higher payment
cost; hence the payment cost is not the minimum.
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Figure 7: Load-reduction distribution of aggregators in (a) Case 1 and (b) Case 2.

Table 5: )e cost of aggregators in both cases.

Payment cost (RMB) Compensation cost
(RMB)

Payment cost
(RMB)

Case 1
1132.4 1031 1062.94
Case 2
1275.7 1018 1162.22

1.2 1.6 2
Payment price of aggregator A (RMB/kWh)

2.4 2.8 3.2
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Figure 8: )e payment cost and payment cost of aggregator A
under different payment price.
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Figure 9: )e payment cost and payment cost of aggregator A
under different penalty price.
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Figure 10: )e payment cost and payment cost of aggregator A
under different confidence of responsive stability.
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6. Conclusions

Based on the evaluation of uncertain-risk cost and oppor-
tunity constraints, this paper proposes a day-ahead gener-
ation-load coordinated scheduling optimization model.
According to the load forecasting, traditional generating
units and IACs aggregators are coordinated to meet the
power supply and demand balance in the period of insuf-
ficient power supply. )rough this study, the following
conclusions are derived:

(1) Based on the generation-load coordinated scheduling
optimization, the scheduler is more inclined to call
those IACs aggregators with low payment price, high
penalty price, and more reliable demand response for
their own interests. For IACs aggregators, under the
condition that the payment price and penalty price
are bound by the contract, improving the reliability
and stability of demand response can increase the
operational economy.

(2) )e proposed coordinated scheduling optimization
can reduce the scheduling cost of the power grid as well
as motivating air-conditioning users to improve their
responsive stability, so as to improve the economy and
reliability of system operation.

(3) )e risk aversion factor is very important to the
economic operation of the system. Too large or too
small risk factors are not conducive to optimizing the
economic operation of the system.
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